INTRODUCTION
TO EXTRA
MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES
The British Chamber of Commerce in the Slovak Republic provides a dedicated service and works
diligently to exceed the needs of its members.
The BCCSR has developed additional packages of services available exclusively only to
Chamber members.
This allows a tailor-made membership with strategic partnership opportunities - giving our
members the edge in the competitive world of business.

Come and see us to discuss these packages, then allow us to arrange these exclusive
opportunities to help grow and promote your business.

EXTRA MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES AVAILABLE:
Events package
Webinar package
Online advertising package
Online direct marketing promotion package
Local business matching service

TESTIMONIALS:
“Whilst webinars have been around for a while, the Chamber is one of the few to highlight its use
of them for Trade promotion and knowledge sharing.”
“They have introduced new and original aspects to their events with clear feedback from
attendees and participants. Quite a superb Chamber!”
Judges of The COBCOE Chamber of the Year Award

OFFICE RENTAL / BRATISLAVA:
The Chamber regularly hosts uniquely exceptional events, most of which are organised
independently using our own premises. Both within the context of these events and
through its services, the Chamber provides an ideal networking place for business
people to facilitate dialogue and bilateral cooperation between the UK and Slovakia.
With offices located in Bratislava and Košice, the BCCSR offers great locations to host
events, networking, business presentations, 1-2-1 meetings, and much more.

Main office events area rental:
Price: 800 EUR per day | 450 EUR per half a day

Board room and conferencing services including 2 hot desks:
Price: 150 EUR per day | 80 EUR per half a day

Meeting / office space including 4 hot desks:
Price: 170 EUR per day | 90 EUR per half a day

TESTIMONIALS:
UK TRADE SUPPORT Product Launch:
“The British Chamber of Commerce located in the British Slovak Business Centre
of Bratislava’s Old Town hosted a product launch event which resulted in an incredibly important
boost for the promotion of our company’s name, products, and services within both the Slovak
and the wider EEC area. The carefully selected invitees / networking individuals, detailed
planning, attention to detail (such as fine catering), and professionalism of the team proved to be
a success that we could not have achieved alone. The fee for the event was very reasonable and
was easily dwarfed by its success and in turn the continued success.
The advice and support given to us along with the strong backing of the British Chamber of
Commerce meant that the targeted companies, and indeed the key individuals attending, took
the event with the utmost seriousness. This gave us an increased chance to establish our name
and products in the Slovak market. Since the event, our business networking efforts have become
easier, and as a result, we are closing our first sales and gaining the exposure that will ultimately
lead to further sales. I would without hesitation recommend any UK business looking to enter or
indeed increase their exposure in the Slovak/EEC market place to do so through the BSBC and
their event hosting service.“
SIMON LAMBOURNE
European Business Development Manager, Visual Management Technology Europe
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